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Course Overview

Our Advanced Python course is designed for developers who are already comfortable with essential Python 

programming but want to become masters of the language. This course goes through a quick review of Python to 

make sure you are on top of the basics, and then takes deep into the features of the language. You will learn how to 

write idiomatic or “Pythonic” code, how to use metaclasses, iterators, generators and coroutines, and how to take 

advantage of the descriptor protocol.

Who Should Take This Course

● If you have experience with Python 2.x or 3.x but want to become a master of the language, this course is 

for you.

● The course goes through a fast-paced review of basic Python to make sure all the students are at the same 

level before tackling advanced topics. However, this course is not intended for Python beginners.

● The tools and techniques discussed in this course are appropriate for developers who want to tackle larger 

and more complex projects such as frameworks.

● This course is about the Python language. It does not cover third party frameworks such as Django, 

Web2Py, etc.
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Idiomatic Data Handling 

● Learn how to organize large and complex data sets using Python’s built-in data structures and collections.

● Discover lesser-known data structures.

● Understand when to use custom objects over built-in data structures and collections. 

● Know about the memory requirements of different data structures.

● Use list comprehensions and generator expressions effectively.

● Learn about the dangers of copying data.

Classes and Inside Python Objects

● Understand the subtle difference between instance and class attributes.

● Control attribute access by overriding special functions.

● Discover how methods are accessed.

● Master object properties.

● Learn about inheritance, multiple inheritance and the method resolution order (MRO).

● Discover the Descriptor protocol and gain complete control over attribute access.

Being Pythonic

● Write Python code the way it was meant to be written.

● Master advanced argument passing with Python functions.

● Understand higher-order functions.

● Learn how to use exceptions correctly and effectively.

● Write safer code using Unit Tests.

● Discover how to optimize your code.
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Metaprogramming

● Learn how metaprogramming can help you write less repetitive code.

● Master function and class decorators.

● Define decorators with arguments.

● Understand Python’s type system.

● Discover metaclasses and control how classes are created.

● Learn about typical uses of metaclasses.

Iterators, Generators and Coroutines

● Use the Iterator protocol to make your own iterable objects.

● Discover the yield statement.

● Create generator pipelines to process data in a powerful and modular way.

● Use coroutines for lightweight concurrency without using threads.

Modules and Packages

● Learn the details about using modules.

● Understand the subtleties of importing modules.

● Learn how to organize a large project using packages.

● Understand relative and absolute imports.
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